8 DIY Props for Your Wedding
Wedding planning is both a stressful and fun thing to do.
We look for wedding inspirations all over the internet and try
to incorporate them into our own. As much as you want to add
everything to your wedding, it may be difficult especially
when you have a limited budget.
If you’ve envisioned that you want your wedding to look
spectacular, but still staying within your budget, you could
start a DIY project that could help you achieve your dream
decoration without having to spend a ton. Plus, you’ll be able
to enjoy doing these most, especially if you’re into arts and
crafts. On top of this, you’ll be able to add your personal
touch to your wedding, making it more meaningful.

If you’re interested in starting a
DIY project for your wedding, read
on below to acquire some ideas:
Flowers
Having flowers at your wedding adds beauty and life, making it
more magical. To save money when having flowers for wedding,
you could do a DIY flower arrangement.
You could purchase fresh flowers by yourself so you could be
assured of its quality. The downside of this is that you’ll
have to do this a day before your wedding, which will be in a
rush, especially if you’re planning to have many flower
decorations.
What you can do to save time is to purchase faux flowers that
almost look real and arrange them months or weeks before the

wedding. If you want to save a lot more, you could even create
your flower by using papers or fabrics.
Invitation
Having to prepare the invitation yourself will add a personal
touch to your wedding. Guests would appreciate the time and
effort you’ve allotted to create a wedding invitation for
them. You could search for online photo editing software and
templates, fill out your wedding information, and then have
them printed on quality paper.
If you want it to be extra special for your bridesmaids and
maid of honor, you could send flowers to them in addition to
the wedding invitation as a gift for their roles at your
wedding.
Centerpiece
It’s a good idea to add a DIY craft of centerpiece to the
tables of your wedding. For most of the duration of the
program, guests will be sitting on their chairs. They’ll
appreciate it if the tables are well-decorated and don’t feel
empty. Having a centerpiece, most especially if it’s a DIY,
will add elegance to the wedding.
Hand-lettered Signs
Before entering the venue, you could provide hand-lettered
signs to welcome your guest by the door. This will make your
guests feel more welcomed and boost their mood.
Aside from having these by the entrance, you could also
provide hand-lettered notes on each table that has a quote
about love to keep the love flowing. Along with this, you
could also create hand-lettered signs by the buffet table that
indicates the available meals.
Lanterns

Candles and lanterns help add a soft and romantic environment
to weddings. Though these are expensive, you can create your
own by putting together glass frames and have the borders
painted in gold, adding to your wedding mood. They’re very
cheap and you could add those to your new home. To add more
personality to it, you could add faux grass, flowers, and
leaves.
To help you out, there are a ton of ways on how you can create
your lantern that you might enjoy doing.
Wedding Favors
When your wedding is over and it’s time for your guest to head
home, you should be giving them wedding favors as a thank you
for their presence. To save money, you could create DIY
projects that they could use in their homes.
You could create your perfume, soap, candle, succulent plant,
jarred foods, and many more. By giving these items, you could
enjoy creating them and it may be the start of your new
business that could hit off!
Name Cards
Instead of hiring someone to do your name cards, you could
create your own. There are a lot of name card templates on the
internet that you can download for free and print them on your
own. It’ll save you a lot of money for labor fees and shipping
fees.
Backdrop
Backdrops on the photo booth or your reception area are
usually expensive since they come in huge sizes. To save
money, you could create your own by using paper flowers and
craft them into a big one. It’ll save you a lot of money plus
you can ask your fiancé or your family to help you out,
improving your relationship with them.

Conclusion
While it’s always nice to save energy and time, it’s also
ideal to save money for something that’s overpriced that you
could create on your own. Having a DIY project for your
wedding adds a personal touch to it. Plus, you’ll get to enjoy
and appreciate your hard work once you’re at the venue.
There are a ton of ways on how you can save money on your
wedding and still have a great one. At the end of the day,
make sure that you have fun planning your wedding and have a
great one!

